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Background 

  Probability of success (POS) 
            -- average power or average conditional power (predictive power)  

            -- accounting for uncertainties of the design parameters 

 

  POS for the entire clinical program  
            -- “Probability of program success (POPS)” 

            --  probability of at least 1 (or 2 ) phase III trial being successful  
 among  all ongoing phase III trials in the clinical program 

            -- may abandon the program early if the POPS estimated is very low 

 

 



Methods 
---- Basic notations 

•



Methods 
---- POS/POPS 

•



  Research problems 
• Confidence measures of POS/POPS for a real clinical program 
• Appropriate time frame to perform POS/POPS evaluation 
 

 Consider a bootstrap approach 
 

•  Account for uncertainty in historical data    
• Generate prior using a bootstrap sample from the historical data 
• Calculate POS or POPS  
• Obtain empirical distribution of POS or POPS 
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Methods 
---- Confidence intervals of POS/POPS 



Step3: Repeat step 1 and 2  5000 times, get median 
and quantiles of POS/POPS. 

Computation procedures: 

Methods 
---- Confidence intervals of POS/POPS 



•
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Results 
---- Simulation Setup 



•
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Results 
---- Simulation Setup 
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Results 
---- Measurement for Variation of POS  



  The plots under both null and alternative scenarios 
illustrate  
–  that the distribution of POS can be very skewed 

– 95% or 80% CI can be very wide  

 Q1-Q3 may be more appropriate than 95% and 80% 
CI to describe the variations of POS estimate.   

   
 

Results 
---- Measurement for Variation of POS  
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Results 
---- Interim Analysis Timing and Priors for POS 
evaluation 
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Results 
---- Interim Analysis Timing and Priors for POS 
evaluation 
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Results 
---- Interim Analysis Timing and Priors for POPS 
evaluation 
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Results 
---- Interim Analysis Timing and Priors for POPS 
evaluation 



 As more trial/program information available, confidence intervals of 
POS/POPS got narrower.  

 POPS had a narrower confidence interval than POS. 

 Informative priors led to narrower confidence intervals. However, as 
more data from trial/program are available, the impact from prior will  
gradually decrease.  

 Different scenarios of response rates led to different POS/POPS 
estimates.  
– the (Q1– Q3) of POPS from the first two hypothesis scenarios were 

separated from those from the two later alternative hypothesis 
scenarios, even at 30% information, the separation became 
especially prominent at 50% information. 

 POPS provided reasonable estimates when 30~50% of program 
information is available.  
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Results 
---- Interim Analysis Timing and Priors for POS/POPS evaluation 



•

Group P059 
x/n/N 

P060 
x/n/N 

P061 
x/n/N 

P062 
x/n/N 

MK-0869 27/59/150 28/60/145 28/75/139 14/26/165 

Active control 37/67/148 30/57/151 42/77/137 12/15/161 

Placebo 29/69/150 29/62/150 37/76/141 16/27/154 

Applications 
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POPS MK0869 Active Control 

POPS requiring at least 1 trial positive 0.485 0.868 

POPS requiring at least 2 trials positive 0.061 0.489 

POPS requiring at least 3 trials positive 0.004 0.139 

Table: Probability of Success for Mk-0869 Program 
 

Applications 
   

 In the completion of all 4 studies,  
o None of the studies were positive for MK0869 
o 2 studies (p059, p062) were positive for active control 
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Applications 
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Applications 
   



 For MK-0869 compound, the median POPS is 0.057 with 50% CI 
(0.036, 0.098);  

 For Active Control, the median POPS is 0.490 with 50% CI (0.382, 
0.594).  

 This suggests that a real clinical program POPS evaluation is 
appropriate at 30~50% information available.  

 Had the POPS evaluation been done, the program could have been 
stopped earlier.  
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Applications 
   



 It is informative to consider uncertainty in POS / POPS 
evaluation 
 50% Confidence interval (Q1-Q3) provides a reasonable 

measure for POS / POPS evaluation than the traditional 95% 
CI 
 Informative priors lead to narrower confidence intervals for 

POS or POPS. However, impact is less when more data 
become available.  
 Timing of interims: reasonable when 30~50% of program 

information is available.  
 No universal rule for POS / POPS, generally: 

– A mean < 0.2 and Q3 < 0.5 may indicate a low POS/POPS  
– A mean > 0.5 and Q1 > 0.4 may indicate some good chance  
The choice may also depend on the disease areas and other 
clinical and/or public health considerations.  

 

Discussions 
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 Several points for considerations in the implementation:   
       -- It should be with caution when incorporating prior from historical 
data.  

       -- Tightly controlled unblinding procedures should be in place  

       -- The interim POPS evaluations serve as a futility check 

       -- The proposed POPS metric mainly helps the decision of phase III 
program continuation or termination. 

       -- The application of POPS requires program-wide DMC, Charter, 
and a common unblinded statistician or external Statistical Center, in 
addition to the study-specific DMC, Charter and unblinded statistician. 

 

 In practice, shutting down the entire program requires more 
discussions than relying on a single POPS metric that is 
obtained under certain assumptions.  
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